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1. Introduction and the main result

In the theory of factorizations of operator polynomials and analytic oper-
ator functions (see [4] [5] [8] [9]) it is necessary to study invadant subspaees of
a given operator (acting on a complex Hilbert space) that are direct comple-
ments to a given subspace. Of course, such invariant subspaces do not always
exist. (Easy finite dimensional examples bear this out.) The following fact (due
to D. Gurarie [6]) proved to be a very useful tool in the factodzation theory
(see [9][10]): Let A be a (bounded linear) operator acting on a Hilbert space
J’, which is similar to a normal operator with finite spectrum. Then for every
(dosed) subspace t’ of J’ there is an A-invariant subspace such that
’n --- {0} and t’+

The main goal of this article is to prove that the operators similar to
normals with finite spectrum are the only ones whose lattice of invariant
subspaces complements every subspace.

It is convenient to introduce some definitions and notation. A subspace of a
(complex) Hilbert space f’ is a closed linear manifold. Two subspaces, t’
and , are called complementary (denoted t’ 4- ) if t’ n {0},
t’ + ,,f’. An operator A:3f’--, o,W is a bounded linear transformation
from into itself, and we denote by L(’) the algebra of all operators
acting on o,f’. The lattice of all invariant subspaces of T .oq’(o,’) is denoted
by Lat T. We shall say that Lat T has the complement property if for every
subspace ’ and there exists Lat T such that t’ 4- Y. The
lattice Lat T is said to have the chain complement property if for every finite
chain of subspaces

1 C’/t2 C C’ C’

there exist a chain

of T-invariant subspaces such that .t’ + for all 1, 2,..., r.
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